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KARNATAKA LOCAL SERVICE COMMISSION / KARNATAKA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
Examination to be held by the Commission with regard to the recruitment of Assistant / First Class Assistants and

Assistants in the Karnataka Bhawan, 2019 dated 31-01-2020

Admission / Admission Ticket
 

MOBILE PHONE, smartwatch, calculator or any other electronic equipment within the premises of the test
center is prohibited. However, if the candidate takes these within the examination premises, the Commission
will take disciplinary action against such candidate.

   Registration Number    5159407

   Candidate's Name and Address

   POOJA SHETTAR 

HOUSE NO 62 D / O BASAVARAJ S SHETTAR AT POST

NALATWAD TQ MUDDEBIHAL DIST VIJAYAPUR PIN CODE

586124, KARNATAKA, Bijapur, Muddebihal, NALATWAD, 586124

   Center Name & Code Number /

Center Name & Code Number
   (009) VIJAYAPUR

   

 
 

Name of the Exam / Name of the

Examination

Date of

Examination

Time of

Examination
Newspapers (Papers)

Sub Center Code & Sub Center

Name / Address

Invigilator's

Signature

Recruitment of Assistant / First

Class Assistants and Assistants at

Karnataka Bhawan for 2019

24-Jan-2021

(Sunday)

10.00 am to

11.30 am

Journal-3: 

General Knowledge 

(Content Code: 385) 

(Objective Multiple Choice

Type / Objective Multiple

Choice Type)

(045) BLDEA'S SHRI BM PATIL

INSTITUTE OF NURSING SCINCE

VIJAYA COLLEGE CAMPUS

VIJAYAPUR

Recruitment of Assistant / First

Class Assistants and Assistants at

Karnataka Bhawan for 2019

24-Jan-2021

(Sunday)

Noon to 2.00

to 03.30

Newspaper-2: General

Kannada / 

General English 

(Subject Code: 386) or /

OR General English /

General English (Subject

Code: 387) 

(Objective Multiple Choice

Type / Objective Multiple

Choice Type)

(045) BLDEA'S SHRI BM PATIL

INSTITUTE OF NURSING SCINCE

VIJAYA COLLEGE CAMPUS

VIJAYAPUR

 

 
Test Controller / Controller of Examination Karnataka Local 

Services Commission.
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Special Instructions: -

1. Candidates must attend the test center: - Candidates must attend the exam sub-center one hour before the start of the test as the

candidates have to perform thermal screening and sanitization in the wake of the spread of Kovid infection in the state.

Candidates who arrive after 9.50 am for the morning session and 1.50 for the afternoon session will not be admitted to the

examination center for any reason. No candidate can leave until the full term of the examination is over. No candidate shall

leave the room for drinking, going to the toilet, or any other purpose when the examination is 30 minutes pending.

2. Candidates must submit a passport, PAN Card, Voter ID, Aadhar-UID, Govt. Employer Id, (or Driving Driving License) along

with an Original Identification Card at the examination center. Duplicate or scanned copy is not allowed. Entry into the

examination room is not allowed unless one of these identification cards is present.

3. Candidates must wear a face mask or face mask. Candidates who do not wear a mask or mask are not allowed to enter the

examination room.

4. Candidates must remove the mask for inspection if indicated by the officer / staff assigned to the test work.

5. Candidates can bring their own Sanitizer in a transparent bottle.

6. Candidates must maintain social gaps in and out of the examination center at all times.

7. The location of the test subcentre should be checked beforehand, ie on the previous day or earlier.

Instructions:

Candidates must comply with the following test instructions.

You will be liable for the cancellation of candidacy and any action taken by the Commission in violation of the following test

instructions.

1. Checking the details of the admission card immediately. If the photograph is not clear or printed on the admission card, the

candidate must give the validity card, passport / stamp measure and 2 photographs to the examiner on the test day.

2. Entry into the examination room will not be allowed if this admission card is not attended to.

3. Candidates are not in possession of a mobile / cellular phone, tablet, pen drive, Bluetooth device, smartwatch, calculator and

any other type of electronic equipment or log tablets, wallet, purse, note, chart, clipboard or recording material that is not in

their possession and attached to the ink. .

4. Candidates should only take admission card, pen and valid identity cards to the examination center. No other items are

allowed to be carried.

5. Candidate must take the examination within the allotted examination center / location, otherwise the candidate will be

canceled

6. There is no arrangement to keep your personal belongings or valuables outside the testing center.

7. The examination of the morning and afternoon sessions is 90 minutes each and the questions in the general knowledge

question papers are in both Kannada and English. If there is any confusion in the translation of any queries in Kannada,

candidates should also look up the English language questions and understand the question.

8. A black / blue ballpoint pen should be brought along with the admission card. All entries must be done with a ballpoint pen.

No correction should be made using a blade, rubber or whitener.

9. Before answering the question paper, check your question paper, answer questionnaire and OMR You should make sure there

is no typographical error in the answer sheet. If the candidate has pages of the question paper and the O.M.R. Troubleshoot the
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question paper / OMR without properly checking the answer sheet. The candidate is responsible for using the answer sheet.

10. Candidate will be given a personalized OMR before he can answer the question paper. Make sure the answer sheet is your

own. The candidate must also have another candidate's personalized OMR. If answered on the answer sheet, such an OMR.

The answer sheet will be deemed unseemly.

11. The candidate should verify the registration number printed on the Personalized OMR Answer Sheet with the registration

number printed on the admission card and, if there is any difference, immediately notify the auditor.

12. Candidate is OMR. Must sign the answer sheet (either Personalized or Non-Personalized) only in the space provided for

signing. If the candidate does not sign such OMR. The answer sheet will be disassembled.

13. Candidate should enclose the relevant circle in the answer book with the query in place of the registration number already

provided and sign the relevant circle. Otherwise, the answer book with such a question would be invalidated.

14. Candidate is a non-personalized O.M.R. If answering in the answer sheet, the candidate should fill in the registration number

and fill in the relevant circular and write their question paper rank. If not written, such an answer sheet will be invalidated.

15. Candidates must sign the application form after they have confirmed their name, portrait and registration number printed on

the nominal roll.

16. Cellphone Showroom Checking whether the rank of the question paper printed on the answer sheet and the rank on the

question paper is the same. If there is a difference, bring it to the notice of the room inspector. Obtaining a question paper

grade series printed on the answer sheet.

17. Cellphone Showroom Check that the question paper series printed on the answer sheet is the same in the rank and nominal

roll. If there is difference, the candidate has to submit a declaration about which question is answered in the rankings. If not,

the candidate’s O.M.R. The rank of the question paper printed on the answer sheet will be considered for evaluation.

18. The answered O.M.R. Ensure that reviewers have signed the answer sheet before returning it to the examiner.

19. Candidates will be asked the question paper and the OMR. All instructions given on the answer sheet must be complied with.

If not, such an OMR. The answer sheet will be deemed unseemly.

20. The candidate is a carbon-free OMR. Each candidate sheet must be preserved in writing until the final checklist is published

and the Commission shall, in any event, submit the same.

21. Just because the admission card was obtained does not mean that the commission has accepted your candidacy. The

Commission has the power to cancel your candidacy at any point if there are any errors.

22. The instructions given to the candidates during the exam must be complied with.

23. Candidates are prohibited from engaging in any discussion or misbehavior with the examining staff.

24. Candidates must cooperate with all of the above-mentioned instructions to ensure that the policy exam is conducted

peacefully. You will be liable for any such disciplinary action taken by the Commission as well as the cancellation of the

candidacy of such candidates in violation of these instructions.

25. The candidate must clearly fill in the next circle of the subject (Common Kannada and Common English) which he has to

choose and answer in the newspaper-II. If the candidate fails to fill out the OMR answer sheet will be deactivated.

*******


